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This week as Leti and I visited classrooms we saw Mrs. Jasso’s students engaged in rich conversations 

regarding math stories.  Students were encouraged to have meaningful academic conversations and 

were monitored closely by their teacher.  At the beginning of the school year it may be difficult for stu-

dents to get back into the routine of having academic conversations but with consistent encouragement, 

students will succeed.  Thank you Mrs. Jasso for finding creative ways to get students to talk! 

Our Royalty Assembly was a lot of fun today!  Students are excited about our upcoming carnival and they 

had a lot of questions regarding our carnival royalty.  Save the date:  October 6th from 4:30-8:00p.m.  

See you all there! Teachers, if you are part of the carnival committee, we will schedule a meeting soon to 

begin planning for this event.   

The Fountas and Pinnell assessment deadline was today. Many teachers have reported they have not 

seen very much summer slide this school year and this is exciting news!  Guided reading groups are up 

and running in most of our classrooms and students have set their reading goals.  Awesome job Golden 

Valley teachers!   

Our instructional aides are working diligently to conduct AIMSweb Plus testing and to finish CELDT.  We 

appreciate our super hero aides!! 

Have great three-day week-end team!                                               

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ev-

er has. ~Margaret Mead  
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What does an Aircraft Mechanic do? 

Examines aircraft frames and parts for defects 

Diagnoses mechanical or electrical problems 

Measures parts for wear, using precision instruments 

Reads maintenance manuals to identify methods of repair 

Repairs wings, brakes, electrical systems, and other aircraft components 

Replaces defective parts, using hand tools 

Tests aircraft parts with gauges and other diagnostic equipment 

Inspects completed work to ensure that it meets performance standards 

Keeps records of maintenance and repair work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELUC5C74Mpc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whatever your intellectual curiosities, hobbies or career aspirations, chances are you'll find what you're looking for at UCLA. 

With more than 109 academic departments, including top-ranked programs and instruction in 40 different languages, the big-

gest challenge you'll face is what to choose. Undergraduates can choose from 125+ majors offered by the College and profes-

sional schools. UCLA's graduate programs have a reputation for producing professionals, researchers and leaders who have a 

major impact on the world. With 40 programs ranked among the best in the nation, UCLA gives today's graduate students the 

resources and cutting-edge instruction they need to go out and leave their own indelible mark. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1e11lsrSvw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xm6rjOMlnBk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELUC5C74Mpc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1e11lsrSvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xm6rjOMlnBk


 
 
 

Coaching Chronicles 

 

Whew! What an inspirational week it has been for our coaches here at Golden Valley.  With the partnership 
of teachers, coaches had the opportunity to facilitate a P.D. for new educators on how to assess our read-
ers using the Fountas & Pinnell assessment.  Coaches also demonstrated the entering of the scores into 
Illuminate for any teacher that needed a refresher and for the ones who are new to the Pride.  Our instruc-
tional coaches also had the opportunity to spend two exciting days with our TCOE consultants learning the 
“ins and outs” of the Lucy Calkins Writer’s Workshop.  The team is in the process of preparing to deliver 
these invigorating writing strategies and philosophies that will surely continue to move our scholars in the 
right direction in regards to writing.  Last, but definitely not least, student-centered coaching cycles are get-
ting underway today! Through this method of coaching, teachers will partner with coaches to plan, deliver, 
assess, and reflect on their teaching practices that are directly connected with standards.  Our coaches 
have read, researched, and gathered the tools that they will use to facilitate student growth with students’ 
academic needs in mind.  As the saying goes, time flies when you’re having fun! It has been a joy to work 
with our teachers and students, and we are looking forward to partnering with teachers to promote student 
learning at an even higher level than it already is! 
 

-Mario- 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Labor Day 9-4-17 

Monthly Gathering of the Pride  

8:00-9:15a.m. 

9-6-17 

 

PBIS—Super Scholar Day (Wear Super Hero 9-6-17 

College Thursday 9-7-17 

Distribute Royalty Tickets 9-8-17 

Career Friday—School Spirit Day 9-8-17 

Upcoming Events 

 


